
Well, how have you been? Good holidays we hope. And so, as the Autumn equinox passes us by in the Northern hemisphere and we wave a 
final, yet fond, farewell to a reasonably warm and busy summer time here at IET HQ, we thought now would be an excellent moment to issue 
another edition of SpotlIET. This month we are looking at GuardIEn 8.5, the latest release of our flagship configuration management tool for 
CA Gen, but expect also the usual array of possibly useful tips and techniques, our latest news and current plans. Now read on and enjoy... 

At the same time as the GuardIEn 8.5 launch in May this year, IET also is-
sued the latest service packs to the other supported GuardIEn releases: 8.0 
SP8 and 8.1 SP5.   
 
GuardIEn 8.1 SP5, in particular, comprised nearly 80 enhancements, perfor-
mance improvements and fixes so, if you are using GuardIEn 8.1, we strongly 
recommend, as we do with all releases, that you apply the latest maintenance 
to make use of these changes.  
 
For further details, please see the Release Notes available from the IET web-
site here. Please note that GuardIEn 8.0 will be formally retired at the end of 
March 2014.  

The GuardIEn 8.5 post summer release special 

GuardIEn 8.5 was launched on 31st May 2013 and is required for supporting CA 
Gen 8.5. Changes include support for toolset interaction and enhancements to 
support BLOB views in action diagrams.  
 
However, there are other very good reasons to upgrade to GuardIEn 8.5, with 
many enhancements requested by customers to GuardIEn, Assistants, XOS, 
genIE, Object List+, VerifIEr, and pathvIEw that improve product functionality, 
usability and performance. So let’s have a look at some of the highlights... 
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From GuardIEn 8.5, if you use Change Request properties, these can now be 
defined as mandatory within Project Administration->Deliverable Type Proper-
ties... 

...which means that they must be defined when a new CR is created. Choose 
the Properties push button on the New Change Request dialog.  

GuardIEn 8.5 significantly increases the number of objects that can be displayed 
in the 'smart' usage of various objects within Object List+ 
 

 Objects associated to a business system has been increased from 1000 to 9999 

 ABs that use an AB, ATTR & REL increased from 2500 to 9999 

 Objects returned by a standard OL+ search increased from 9999 to 30,000 

Have you ever wanted to add additional information about a user definition 
within GuardIEn? If so, then GuardIEn 8.5 now allows you to define your own 
‘custom attributes’ for your users, e.g. email address, contact number, site or 
department etc.  

CODE is the user defined item code and DESC is the description as it ap-
pears on the User Details screen. As an example, defining system parameter 
USRATT01 with a Text Value of EMAIL:Email Address will display ‘Email 
Address’ as the attribute name. You can store CODEs of up to 32 characters 
and the values stored can be up to 255 characters - so plenty of room!  

Custom attributes are stored on  
the USER_PREFERENCE 
table with a user defined item 
CODE and are system wide 
definitions.  

Implementing custom attributes 
is very easy. Using System 
Administration, create a new 
system parameter with a code 
of USRATTnn where nn is any 
alphanumeric character. The 
text value should be defined in 
the format CODE:DESC where 

If you have system administration privileges you 
can now, in GuardIEn 8.5, ‘un-complete’ an al-
ready completed System Update on any project. 
This can be useful in the event of an accidental 
completion or if you wish to withdraw and delete 
a completed SU. To be used with care though! 

http://www.iet.co.uk/Download/RelNotes.htm
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To ensure you don’t miss future copies of SPOTLIET why not send us a 

blank email at spotliet-subscribe@iet.co.uk   

Ah well. Hard to believe that we’ve already completed this latest edition – we 

hope you enjoyed it and maybe found something useful. Next time we will be 

taking a detailed look at Rapide. Thanks as ever for listening... 

the same System Release as the Change Request that it is being connect-
ed to? Sometimes we add the wrong versions and this is only highlighted 
to us when we attempt to implement the Release Pack. It’d be great to 
know.  
 
Vänliga hälsningar 
 
Ärtsoppa Pannkakkor 
 
Dear Ärtsoppa, 
 
Thank you for your message. It was Goethe who said ‘thinking is more 
interesting than knowing, but less interesting than looking’ and I am very 
glad to report that I thought about your question, looked in the GuardIEn 
8.5 release notes and then found a new enhancement that enforces this 
situation - on parallel development projects any CR content must be con-
nected to the same system release as the CR into which it is being placed. 
If this is not the case you now receive the error message... 
 
The version and CR are associated to different releases 
 
..and the update is prevented. The same check is performed if you attempt 
to insert CR content via Upload Assistant or if you attempt to insert a CR 
with a different system release into a Release Pack.  
 
I trust this provides the necessary reassurance that things will be well - 
once you upgrade to GuardIEn 8.5.  
 
Now be at peace. Guru.  

A customer writes... 
 
Dear Guru, 
 
Hope all be well with you and that 
you had a most enjoyable and 
relaxing summer. I have a ques-
tion relating to our use of parallel 
development - is it possible to 
ensure that any deliverable ver-
sion attached as CR Content has 

The clamour to upgrade to the latest GuardIEn release was becoming intense 

GenGenIE: We r a CBD shop and make extensive use of 
the ’G’ linkage role in GuardIEn to help us determine, 
beyond the development environment, what model is 2 be 
used for code generation & deployment 4 our shared de-
liverables.  
 
HashTag: Yep, ‘G’ roles are SOOO useful. Wassup tho? 
 
GenGenIE: Well, if the location of the master linkage 
changes we have 2 change the ‘G’ roles manually 2 keep 
them in synch & sometimes we forget.  
 
HashTag: Oh! Doesn’t the automated ‘Assign ‘G’ Roles 
System update step do that? I guess not.  
 
TwIETerMoo: Wrong! It now does! In GuardIEn 8.5 a new 
project property (ROLEGVER) assesses if any ‘G’ roles r 
not in the correct location based on the current master/’G’ 
role in the previous environment.  
 
HashTag: COOL!!!!! And then what?   
 
TwIETerMoo: You can set the property to VERIFY 2 just 
report the discrepancy or UPDATE 2 actually set the ’G’ 
role correctly again!  
 
GenGenIE: Sounds like just what we need! Thanks for 
clarifying TwieTerMoo. #urthebest!  
 
WildThIEng: Linkage roles in the key of G. I can play that 
Yehh. LOL!  

The IETS 

The object name in Object Set Definition was previously limited to 32 
characters which made it difficult to manage attributes, relationships and 
fields whose name requires the parent object. The name now displayed 
includes the parent:, for example for attributes you see  
Entity Type name + Attribute name. 

The 'highlight differences’ option in Linkage Review can now be config-
ured to only report on differences in the interface timestamps (import 
views, export views and implementation details) of action blocks and 
procedure steps, which makes the comparison more useful for compar-
ing between models that use stubs in CBD projects.  

You can prevent a user from deleting the content of a CR by creating a 
project property with a code of CRCONDAU and a text value specifying 
the single project authority code that allows deletion of CR content. 

In June this year, IET were delighted to announce a significant and exciting new 
product for CA Gen. 
 

Rapide is a new development toolkit from IET for developing state of the art web, 
mobile and desktop applications using CA Gen. To help you leverage your exist-
ing investment in CA Gen models and development resources, Rapide has been 
designed to provide fast and easy conversion of existing CA Gen definitions, 
using your established CA Gen development principles and skills. 
 

Supporting multiple platforms, Rapide can be used to create: 

Web applications with support for all popular browsers 

Mobile applications on phone and tablets with native support for iOS and 
Android 

Desktop applications for Windows, Linux, UNIX and Apple OS X 

Rapide is presently in a very active Beta programme and regular updates on 
progress can be read on IET’s Gen Development Blog  For more information 
please visit the IET website here or contact us at info@iet.co.uk.  
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